Aural/Oral Performance of Children with Cochlear Implant under Monaural and Bimodal Listening Conditions: A Parental Evaluation
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Abstract: The study assessed the performance of children with cochlear implant (CI) under monaural and bimodal listening conditions using Parental Evaluation of Aural/Oral Performance of Children (PEACH) questionnaire. A total of 74 children using CI and their parents (either of the biological parent) served as subjects in the present study. The subjects were further divided into two groups based on mode of stimulation used in CI. Group I consisted of children using monaural stimulation in CI i.e. unilateral CI (monaural group). Group II consisted of children using bimodal stimulation in CI i.e. CI in one ear and hearing aid in opposite ear (bimodal group). The results revealed that the subjects of both groups performed significantly poorer under noisy listening conditions compared to quiet listening conditions. The subjects of both the groups performed similar under quiet listening environment. Although, both the groups performed similar under quiet listening condition, the subjects of bimodal group demonstrated significant improvement in aural/oral performance as compared to the subjects of monaural group under noisy listening environment. Thus, it can be inferred that bimodal stimulation in CI provides additional benefits as compared to monaural stimulation in CI especially under noisy listening environments. The findings of the present study complement the existing objective test results which have reported positive outcomes from bimodal stimulation in CI recipients.
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1. Introduction

Cochlear implantation has become a standard procedure in the treatment of pre-lingual hearing impaired children in the last decade [1]. Cochlear implantation has dramatically changed the outcomes of children with severe-to-profound hearing loss by providing them with auditory information that is not obtainable through conventional hearing aid (HA) technology [2-4]. Children with cochlear implant (CI) are able to achieve auditory skills that exceed those of their non-implanted peers with severe-to-profound hearing loss who use HA. This is particularly true with regard to higher levels of open-set speech recognition performance [5]. However, the electrical stimulation used in CI has several limitations in comparison with acoustic amplification. The low-frequency pitch information, i.e. the fundamental frequency (F0) cues is poorly transmitted through electric stimulation [6-7]. The frequency and temporal resolutions provided by the electrode
arrays is limited [8-9].

Providing binaural hearing is a vital goal of aural rehabilitation as binaural hearing plays an important role in understanding speech better in adverse listening conditions and localizing sound source [10]. Although binaural HA fitting has been considered a common practice, monaural stimulation has been commonly associated with CI [11]. Hence, children with monaural CI will not get the advantages of binaural hearing. Thus, monaural CI users are not only limited by their method of hearing (i.e. limitations of electrical stimulation used in CI), but also by the monaural input of sound. Bilateral input might, therefore, particularly be essential for children who tend to spend most of the day in school classrooms containing high levels of noise and long reverberation times [12].

The CI recipients have two options for bilateral stimulation, i.e. use a CI in each ear known as bilateral cochlear implantation or use a CI in one ear and a HA in the non-implanted ear known as bimodal hearing [13]. There has been an increase in the amount of research on the potential benefits that might arise from bilateral cochlear implantation [14-15]. Although bilateral cochlear implantation is beneficial and becoming a more common recommendation, it cannot be an option or may not be recommended for all recipients due to health issues that prevent a second surgery, financial barriers, worry about second surgery, waiting for future technology etc. [16]. Finance being the major issue particularly in developing countries, the least-expensive and non-invasive method to provide binaural hearing i.e. bimodal stimulation can be a better option [17].

Studies have reported significant speech perception improvements for bimodal hearing compared to the subjects’ pre-operative bilateral HA usage as well as their post-operative usage of CI alone [18-23]. Localization abilities have also been shown to improve with bimodal hearing relative to use of either device alone [24]. The published objective test results on benefits of bimodal stimulation have been positive. Although most studies show signs of benefits from bimodal stimulation, and some studies report otherwise, there have been rare cases in which speech perception with bimodal stimulation was worse than that with CI alone [25].

The objective measures only tell us about the performance of children within the highly controlled/structured acoustic environments and does not indicate the child’s performance in real-world environment [26]. The significance of utilizing subjective measures to evaluate the outcomes of HAs for young children has been well documented [27]. The necessity of including wider outcome measures, especially the parental reports while assessing the outcomes from CI in young children has been emphasized [28]. Parents spend a lot of time with their children in the everyday environment and hence their reports are often considered more reliable and representative of the child’s behavioural response than assessments conducted in controlled/structured environments [29-30]. In addition, parental reports are cost-effective, facilitate professional-parent collaboration, and help parents to identify the child’s strengths and needs [31].

In general, the subjective measures involve the application of auditory inventories or questionnaires to quantify parents’ or caregivers’ observations of their child’s auditory/oral skills in everyday listening situations [32]. The Parent’s Evaluation of Aural/Oral performance of Children (PEACH) developed by Ching & Hill [33] is one such type of questionnaire designed to assess performance of children in terms of how they hear and communicate with others with their HAs and/or CI. This questionnaire has the potential as a useful clinical tool for measuring the functional outcomes of infants and children who receive HA and/or CI [33]. There is a paucity of literature assessing the benefits of bimodal stimulation among children with CI using questionnaires. Hence, the present study assessed the performance of children with CI under monaural and bimodal listening conditions using PEACH questionnaire. The findings of the present study would help to either contradict or complement the existing objective test results which have reported positive outcomes from bimodal stimulation in CI recipients.

2. Methodology

2.1. Participants

A total of 74 children using CI and their parents (either of the biological parent) served as subjects in the present study. The age of the parents ranged between 27 and 39 years with mean age of 33 years. The subjects had a minimum educational qualification of higher secondary education. The subjects who visit hospitals, special schools, government institutes and private clinics for post-surgery CI rehabilitation of their implanted child were recruited. The age of children with CI ranged between 5 years 6 months and 12 years 6 months with a mean age of 8 years and 9 months. The mean age of implantation of children was 2 years and 8 months, and had a mean implant age of 6 years 1 month with CI. The children were further divided into two groups based on mode of stimulation used in CI. Group I (Monaural Group): A total of 40 children using monaural stimulation in CI i.e. unilateral CI. The mean age of the children was 9 years 2 months. The mean age of implantation of children was 2 years 7 months and mean implant age was 6 years 5 months. Group II (Bimodal Group): A total of 34 children using bimodal stimulation in CI i.e. CI in one ear and HA in opposite ear. The mean age of implantation of the children was 3 years 1 month. The mean implant age was 5 years 7 months with CI and 4 years 3 months with bimodal stimulation.

2.2. Tool

The PEACH questionnaire was used as tool in the study. The PEACH questionnaire was developed as a measure of functional performance in everyday life in terms of how the child is hearing and communicating with others when using his/her HA and/or cochlear implant based on a systematic use of parents’ observations. The questions focused on aural/oral behaviour in speech communication situations in real life. The questionnaire comprised 13 items, including two items...
on device usage (daily routine of use, awareness of device malfunction), one item on listening comfort (response to loud sounds), six items on listening to speech in relatively quiet situations (response to name in quiet, response to verbal instructions in quiet, follow a story read aloud, participate in conversations in quiet, recognize familiar voices, participate in conversation on a telephone), four items on listening in situations that are noisy or when multiple talkers are present (response to name in noise, response to verbal instructions in noise, participate in conversations in noisy situations, participate in conversations in cars/buses/trains), and one item on awareness and recognition of environmental sounds.

2.3. Procedure

The PEACH questionnaire was administered on the parents either by asking them to fill up the questionnaire or by verbally interviewing them. The parents were provided with five options which were Never, Seldom, Sometimes, Often and Always. A 5-point rating scale was used for scoring these five options. The rating scale was as follows: Never = 0, Seldom = 1, Sometimes = 2, Often = 3 and Always = 4. An item was given a score of 0 if no examples were given or if the child did not demonstrate auditory response; a score of 1 was given if one or two examples were given or the behaviour occurred 25% of the time; a score of 2 was given if three or four examples were given or the behaviour occurred 50% of the time; a score of 3 was given if five or six examples were given or the behaviour occurred 75% of the time and a score of 4 was given if more than six examples were given or the behaviour occurred more than 75% of the time. The item scores were combined into two subscale scores, one for listening in quiet (Quiet Subscale score), and one for listening in noisy environments (Noise Subscale score). Item scores were summed to derive an overall score (Overall PEACH score). The overall scores included both quiet scores and noise scores. The maximum scores obtained were 24, 20 and 44 for quiet listening condition, noisy listening condition and overall listening condition respectively. The scores were then converted into percentage and analyzed.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results

The obtained data from the present study was analyzed and the results were discussed in terms of comparison of mean PEACH scores of subjects (combined monaural and bimodal groups) between quiet and noisy listening environments; comparison of mean PEACH scores between quiet and noisy listening environments among the subjects of monaural group; comparison of mean PEACH scores between quiet and noisy listening environments among the subjects of bimodal group; comparison of mean PEACH scores between subjects of monaural and bimodal groups under quiet and noisy listening environments.

3.1.1. Comparison of Mean PEACH Scores of Subjects (Combined Monaural and Bimodal Groups) Between Quiet and Noisy Listening Environments

The subjects (combined monaural and bimodal groups) obtained mean PEACH scores of 87.95% (7.76) and 70.88% (10.45) in quiet and noisy environments respectively, and overall (combined noise and quiet subscale) mean PEACH score of 80.10% (8.69). The data were subjected one-way ANOVA in order to find out significant difference in mean PEACH scores between listening conditions. The results revealed that there was a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) between mean PEACH scores for Quiet Subscale and Noise Subscale, Quiet Subscale and Overall PEACH score, and Overall PEACH score and Noise Subscale. The subjects demonstrated higher mean PEACH scores for Quiet Subscale followed by Overall PEACH score and Noise Subscale. Hence, it can be inferred that there was a significant reduction in aural-oral performance under noisy listening environment among the subjects of combined monaural and bimodal groups.

3.1.2. Comparison of Mean PEACH Scores Between Quiet and Noisy Listening Environments Among the Subjects of Monaural Group

The subjects of monaural group obtained a mean PEACH score of 90.27% (4.73) and 66.67% (7.27) in quiet and noisy listening environments respectively, and overall (combined noise and quiet subscale) mean PEACH score of 79.65% (5.17). The data were subjected one-way ANOVA in order to find out significant difference in mean PEACH scores between listening conditions. The results revealed that there was a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) between
mean PEACH scores for Quiet Subscale and Noise Subscale, Quiet Subscale and Overall PEACH score, and Overall PEACH score and Noise Subscale. The subjects of monaural group demonstrated higher mean PEACH score for Quiet Subscale followed by Overall PEACH score and Noise Subscale. Hence, it can be inferred that there was a significant reduction in aural-oral performance under noisy listening condition among the subjects of monaural group.

### 3.1.3. Comparison of Mean PEACH Scores Between Quiet and Noisy Listening Environments Among the Subjects of Bimodal Group

Figure 3. Comparison of mean PEACH scores between quiet and noisy listening environments among the subjects of bimodal group.

The subjects of bimodal group obtained mean PEACH scores of 90.87% (4.73) and 78.61% (4.47) in quiet and noisy environments respectively, and overall (combined noise and quiet subscale) mean PEACH score of 84.87% (3.31). The data were subjected one-way ANOVA in order to find out significant difference in mean PEACH scores between listening conditions. The results revealed that there was a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) between mean PEACH scores for Quiet Subscale and Noise Subscale, Quiet Subscale and Overall PEACH score, and Overall PEACH score and Noise Subscale. The subjects of bimodal group demonstrated higher mean PEACH score for Quiet Subscale followed by Overall PEACH score and Noise Subscale. Hence, it can be inferred that there was a significant reduction in aural-oral performance under noisy listening condition among the subjects of bimodal group.

### 3.1.4. Comparison of Mean PEACH Scores Between Subjects of Monaural and Bimodal Groups Under Quiet and Noisy Listening Environments

Figure 4. Comparison of mean PEACH scores between subjects of monaural and bimodal groups under quiet and noisy listening environments.

In order to compare the aural-oral performance between subjects of monaural and bimodal group, the subjects were divided into two groups based on their mode of stimulation used in CI i.e. monaural and bimodal stimulation. Group I: Consisted of a total of 40 children with CI using monaural stimulation. Group II: Consisted of a total of 34 children with CI using bimodal stimulation. The subjects of each group were further inspected in order to ensure that both the groups are matched in terms of Quiet Subscale score. This was achieved by selecting only subjects from each group who had similar Quiet Subscale score. This has resulted in the formation of two equally divided groups which were matched in terms of mean Quiet Subscale score. Group I: Consisted of 18 subjects with mean Quiet Subscale score of 90.27%. Group II: Consisted of 18 subjects with mean Quiet subscale score of 90.87%. The mean PEACH scores for Quiet Subscale scores of two groups were subjected to independent t test to assess the homogeneity between the groups in terms of Quiet Subscale score. It was found that there was no statistically significant (p<0.05) difference in mean Quiet Subscale score. Hence both the groups were considered homogenous in terms of their performance in quiet environment.

The subjects of monaural and bimodal groups obtained mean PEACH scores of 66.67% (7.27) and 78.61% (4.47) under noisy listening environment. The data were subjected to independent sample t test in order to find out significant difference in terms of mean PEACH scores between the subjects of monaural and bimodal groups under noisy listening environment. The results revealed that there was a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) in the mean PEACH scores between the subjects of monaural and bimodal groups under noisy listening condition. The subjects of bimodal group demonstrated significantly higher performance as compared to the subjects of monaural group under noisy listening environment. Hence, it can be inferred that bimodal stimulation in CI provides more benefits as compared to monaural stimulation in CI especially under noisy listening environments.

### 3.2. Discussion

The present study assessed the performance of children with CI under monaural and bimodal listening conditions using PEACH questionnaire. The results revealed that the subjects of both the groups performed significantly poorer under noisy listening conditions compared to quiet listening conditions. The subjects of both the groups performed similar under quiet listening environment. Although, the subjects of both the groups performed similar under quiet listening environment, the subjects of bimodal group demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in aural/oral performance as compared to the subjects of monaural group under noisy listening environment. Thus, it can be inferred that bimodal stimulation in CI provides more benefits as compared to monaural stimulation in CI especially under noisy listening environments.

Although CI recipients achieve higher levels of speech
recognition performance in quiet environments, the presence of background noise continues to significantly degrade speech understanding for even the best performers [34-37]. The low-frequency pitch information that aids in segregating voices through the use of fundamental frequency (F0) cues is poorly transmitted through electric stimulation as compared to acoustic hearing provided by a HA [6-7]. The frequency and temporal resolutions provided by the current electrode arrays is limited as compared to acoustic hearing provided by either HA or normal hearing [8-9].

The candidacy criteria for cochlear implantation have been relaxed to include subjects with some amount of residual hearing especially in the low-frequency region and pre-implant speech perception abilities [38]. Although HA provides limited benefit for those whose audiometric thresholds fall within the approved audiometric range for CI [16], a satisfactory access to low-frequency information can be provided through HA [39]. The low-frequency acoustic stimulation provided by the HA might allow the CI users to access the finer spectral and temporal pitch cues in the speech signal that are not well resolved by the CI [40-41]. The acoustic amplification in the low-frequencies can provide voice pitch information (F0) that assists in separating competing voices; voice onset time (VOT) cues for distinguishing voiced and voiceless consonants; and information on vowels (formant frequencies). On the other hand, the mid- and high-frequency information from the CI can provide information on manner and place of articulation of consonants. Hence, combining low-frequency acoustic hearing provided by HA compliment the mid- and high-frequency information provided by the electric hearing through CI to enhance speech intelligibility to some extent [35]. These advantages provided by low-frequency acoustic hearing therefore might lead to improved speech perception especially under noisy listening environments. The findings of the present study complement the existing objective test results which have reported positive outcomes from bimodal stimulation in CI recipients.

4. Conclusions

The subjects of both monaural and bimodal groups performed significantly poorer under noisy listening environment as compared to quiet listening environment. The subjects of bimodal group performed better as compared to the subjects of monaural group. Although the subjects of both the groups performed similar under quiet listening environment, the subjects of bimodal group demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in aural-oral performance as compared to the subjects of monaural group under noisy listening environment. Thus, it can be inferred that bimodal stimulation in CI provides more benefits as compared to monaural stimulation in CI especially under noisy listening environment.
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